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ABSTRACT
The Human Foot Structure (HFS) is the final link in the

locomotor chain, providing support to the body by
transferring static or dynamic loads to the ground. Despite
the HFS critical role, its quantitative kinematic and dynamic
analysis during gait is still at its beginning. The aim of this
research is to integrate new state-of-the-art measurement
methods which will not only provide better understanding of
the foot behavior during gait but might also be applied for
clinical use. This approach is based on the integration of two
techniques - Digital Radiographic Fluoroscopy (DRF) and
Contact Pressure Display (CPD). The CPD method uses a
birefringent integrated optical sandwich for contact stress
analysis, e.g. plantar pressure distribution. The DRF method
displays and electronically records skeletal motion using X-
ray radiation, providing the exact bone and joint positions
during gait. Integrating the two techniques, contribution of
each segment to the HFS behavior may be studied by
applying image processing and analysis techniques. The
combined resulted data may be used not only to detect and
diagnose gait pathologies but also as a base for development
of advanced numerical models of the foot structure.

INTRODUCTION
The Human Foot Structure (HFS) is a complex unit,

composed of twenty-six bones that can bear the static and
dynamic body loads. Abnormal HFS may cause pain in
proximal body parts and lead to postural and gait disorders,
due to irregular loading. Despite the HFS critical role, its
quantitative kinematic and dynamic analysis during gait is
still in its infancy. The aim of this research is therefore to
integrate new state-of-the-art experimental and numerical
modelling tools which will not only provide better
understanding of the foot behavior during gait but would
also be applied for clinical use.

Past investigators used several experimental techniques
such as electrogoniometry, high-speed cinephotography and
video (e.g. the work of Kidder et al. [7]) to study the HFS
kinematic behavior (i.e. segment and joint angular
displacements). Cineradiography was also used by De
Clercq et al. [5] to specifically study the heel pad
deformation during running. Other researches measured the
dynamic distributed loads under the foot (i.e. the foot-ground
contact stresses) using resistive, capacitive or optical sensors
(e.g. see Cavanagh et al. [4] for a review).

Nevertheless, there are no reports of an integrated
analysis that links the HFS motion during gait with the
development of dynamic plantar pressure.

Current clinical assessment of the foot and ankle include
physical examination, observations and radiographs as well
as plantar pressure diagrams. These procedures provide only
limited data regarding the efficiency of a specific treatment.

The present study thus suggests integrating two
measurement systems, which can simultaneously yield both
kinematics and dynamics of the HFS, including the Foot-
Ground Pressure Pattern (FGP) during gait. These parallel
measurements may be clinically applied not only to detect,
characterise and diagnose pathological conditions, but also
to quantitatively evaluate the effect of various possible
treatments of the HFS.

METHODS
Integrating the two measurement systems, Digital

Radiographic Fluoroscopy and foot-ground Contact Pressure
Display - a basic condition of simultaneous data recording
was implemented, setting up a large field of applications.

The Contact Pressure Display (CPD) - The CPD
method, an optical technique for quantitative FGP
measurements (Arcan and Brail [1], Arcan [2], Brosh and
Arcan [3], Gefen [6]), uses a birefringent integrated optical
sandwich for the analysis of contact pressure distribution.
Through this method, the total transferred load is discretized
into local contact points by a matrix of pins with spherical
tips. Concentric circles appear under every local contact
point and their maximal diameter is a function of the local
contact load. The contact pressure image was acquired using
a CCD camera (Mintron OS-45D). A digital video capture
device (Miro 20TD), installed in a PC, was used to store the
image for later processing with the MATLAB 4.2 software
package (Mathworks), in order to obtain a quantitative
diagram of the pressure distribution. The CPD method was
selected to be used in the present research for foot-ground
pressure measurements because of its simultaneous
instantaneous imaging process and also because its optical
multisensor device could be easily adapted for the proposed
HFS dynamic analysis system.

Digital Radiographic Fluoroscopy (DRF) - The DRF
method is an X-ray based examination that displays and
electronically records skeletal and soft tissue motion.
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The Philips Multi Diagnost 3 (MD3) DRF system,
located at the Diagnostic Imaging Dept. - Sheba Medical
Center (Te! Aviv), was used for the experiments. The MD3
is a manoeuvrable multi-functional, fully digital and highly
accessible X-ray system, usually used for vascular/non-
vascular diagnostic interventional procedures and
radiographic fluoroscopy examinations. The MD3 offers an
immediate image display during acquisition, as well as
viewing, reviewing and image storage options.

Fig. 2: Representative DR17CPD data of a normal HFS
structure during various discrete stages of the stance phase.

It also includes a remote control panel, a dual-wedge
filter in the X-ray tube's collimator for improved image
quality, and a DSI - Digital Spot imager (Philips) for
automatic on-line optimisation of images, during acquisition.
The C-arm's rotation, angulation and scanning movements
allow projections from various positions and angles.

A CPD gait platform was mounted on the MD3
examination table (Fig, 1). Subjects were dressed with a
special lead apron in order to minimize exposure to X-ray
radiation and limit it to the lower limbs. A computer-aided
digitising method of the HFS motion during the stance phase
of gait was developed, to investigate the relationship of
kinematic data to dynamic plantar pressure. The integrated
DRF/CPD measurements provided the detailed HFS skeletal
motion and joint behavior simultaneously with the evolution
of the plantar pressure pattern during the stance phase of gait
(Fig. 2). Representative data obtained from two healthy
female subjects with similar body characteristics are
discussed in the following section.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Integration of the foot-ground contact stresses with the

HFS skeletal components position provides not only clinical
valuable data but also means for the development of
advanced numerical models of the foot structure, as
subsequently discussed. The DRF based kinematic analysis
resulted in a set of transient structural positions of the
skeletal components during stance, while dynamic FGP
processing provided their related contact stress distributions.

The total (left) foot load vs. time during stance is shown
in Fig. 3 for the two subjects. As the body weight of the two
subjects is similar, the obtained peak load values are nearly
the same. The heel loading rate of subject A is, however,
significantly higher than the loading rate of subject B,
although their stance phase duration is similar. Defining the
laboratory coordinate system so that the x axis aligns with
the gait platform direction and the z axis perpendicular to the
platform, the tibia rotation forward may also be studied. Fig.
4, which presents the tibia rotation, shows that the tibia of
both subjects rotates at a similar, nearly constant, angular
velocity.

The total foot load and tibial rotation parameters are
both available by current commercial systems, reviewed in
the introduction to this paper. A reliable characterisation of
gait patterns according to these general parameters is,
however, very difficult to achieve. In order to gain deeper
knowledge of the HFS function, additional data are needed.
This specific and detailed information, provided by the
DRF/CPD integrated measurements, enables fine
identification and classification of normal and pathologic
gait patterns, as well as better understanding of the
relationship of the foot structure to its dynamic function.
Hence, examination of the midfoot segment load obtained
using dynamic FGP image analysis (Fig. 5), reveals that
while subject A has a normal foot arch structure, the arch of
subject B tends to be flat; the peak midfoot load of subject B
is as much as 2.8 times higher than the peak midfoot load of
subject A. although the two subjects are of similar body
weight (and similar total foot load peak value).
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Fig. 3: Foot load vs. time during the stance phase of gait.
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Fig. 4: Tibia to reference coordinate system - angle vs. time.
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Fig. 5: Midfoot load vs. time during stance.

As the midfoot of subject B carries an increased load, his
hindfoot carries a decreased load and the heel loading rate is
lowered (Fig. 3). In order to link the above dynamic FGP
measurement results to the HFS kinematic data obtained
using DRF, several geometrical magnitudes should be
defined. The characteristic hindfoot alignment is determined
according to the direction of a line which crosses the heel
sharpness (i.e. the plantar aspect of the calcaneus) and the
talus apex. Similarly, the forefoot alignment conforms the
direction of a line which crosses the medial metatarsal heads
and the talus apex. The typical foot arch angle is formed in
the plantar aspect between the hindfoot and forefoot lines.
The angle formed between the hindfoot line and the tibia is
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Fig. 6: Hindfoot alignment to tibia vs. time.
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Fig. 7: Forefoot alignment to tibia vs. time.
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Fig. 8: Arch angle vs. time during stance.

plotted vs. time in Fig. 6. The hindfoot to tibia angle
demonstrates a similar behavior for both subjects. It
decreases from initial stance, on heel contact, until a minimal
value is reached, at the beginning of midstance (compare
with Fig. 5). From this point to the end of stance, the
hindfoot-tibia angle gradually increases. The forefoot to tibia
angle (Fig. 7) maintains an approximately constant value
until the midstance begins. Then, it gradually decreases until
the end of stance. Analysis of the typical arch angle of both
subjects during stance (Fig. 8), shows, as expected, that
subject B is characterised by a larger arch angle (and
therefore a lower arch) during the whole stance duration,
compared to subject A. Furthermore, a different behaviour is
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observed at the arch angle graphs of both subjects. At the
time of heel contact, a peak arch angle value appears at both
subjects, indicating that the arch is instantly flatten. In the
remained stance period, after heel strike is completed, the
(normal shaped) arch of subject A recovers immediately
back to its original form. Then, the arch angle gradually
increases until the end of the stance phase. In contrast, the
flatten arch of subject B shows nearly no recovery. It
remains flatten in an approximately constant angle until the
end of stance, probably due to a weaker ligamentous
structure.

The DRF/CPD data may be used not only for clinical gait
evaluation, as demonstrated above, but also as a basic
experimental tool for the design and validation of some
dynamic numerical foot models, for prediction of internal
structural stresses and displacements during stance. The
development of a series of dynamic HFS finite element (FE)
models for different characteristic positions, like heel strike,
toe off, etc., requires knowledge of skeletal geometry,
relative position of the joints, supports and ground reactions,
all provided simultaneously by the DRF/CPD integrated
measurements. Such models, validated by experimental data,
may be further applied for simulating different surgical and
non-surgical treatments of the foot, including orthotic
devices and footwear.

CONCLUSIONS
A complex newly developed measurement and analysis

approach for the investigation of the HFS dynamic behavior
was presented in this paper. The measurement method
integrates the CPD photoelastic technique into a digital
radiographic fluoroscopy (DRF) system, in order to
simultaneously obtain both kinematics and dynamics of the
HFS, including the FGP during the stance phase of gait.

A CPD gait platform was assembled and mounted on the
DRF (MD3) patient table to obtain the simultaneous
measurements. The use of the advanced, high-speed DRF
facility at Sheba provided detailed skeletal displacements
and joint behavior for each HFS segment during gait. Image
and video processing techniques were used to obtain
quantitative data, which included the kinematics of the
hindfoot and forefoot bony elements and the foot arch angle,
as well as reaction forces and contact pressure distributions
under the different HFS segments.

An analysis and comparison of data obtained from two
subjects with different foot arch structure types was
discussed, in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
integrated DRF/CPD measurements.

The proposed technique may serve in numerous clinical
and research oriented human gait studies, as it provides not
only the plantar pressure distribution, the ground reaction
forces and the skeletal components position, but also the
means for a reliable calculation of the internal forces and
moments within the HFS joints. The data provided by
DRF/CPD measurements are also necessary for the
development of realistic and accurate numerical FE models,
in order to make a better prediction of the required type of
treatment or the likelihood of success, compared to empirical
approaches.

Finally, the use of the instrumentation and methods
described in this paper, along with practice and review, can
make integrated dynamic/kinematic HFS competent analysis
a unique, powerful biomechanical tool in the hands of foot
investigators as well as clinical practitioners.
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